
From: Florio, Michel Peter 
Sent: 6/7/2011 10:11:18 PM 
To: Cherry, Brian K (/0=PG&E/0U=C0RP0RATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BKC7) 
Cc: 
Bee: 
Subject: Re: FORTUNE - Cell Phone Use is Way Up. So Why are Brain Cancer Rates 

Down? 
"The end of the road for someone who seems to have owned the road." PERFECT! Can I steal it or have you 
copyrighted it already?? 

Original Message 
From: Cherry, Brian K [mailto:BK.C7(gipge.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07,2011 9:39 PM 
To: Florio, Michel Peter 
Subject: Re: FORTUNE - Cell Phone Use is Way Up. So Why are Brain Cancer Rates Down? 

My feelings exactly. Mark August 17 on your calendar. This is the day for the Fete de Bruce Foster at the St 
Francis Yacht Club. The end of the road for someone who seems to have owned the road. Unfortunately, we will 
have to charge you for it 

Original Message 
From: Florio, Michel Peter lmailto:mike.florio@cpuc.ca.govl 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07,2011 09:19 PM 
To: Cherry, Brian K 
Subject: RE: FORTUNE - Cell Phone Use is Way Up. So Why are Brain Cancer Rates Down? 

Bottom line, we're all going to die sooner or later, so let's PARTY!! (could be quoting one of my teenagers 
there).. ;-) 

Original Message 
From: Cherry, Brian K [mai 1 to:BK.C7@pge.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07,2011 9:13 PM 
To: Florio, Michel Peter 
Subject: Re: FORTUNE - Cell Phone Use is Way Up. So Why are Brain Cancer Rates Down? 

You made me laugh at that. It reminds me of the solar ovens I made as a boy scout! We live in a very crazy 
world. 

Original Message 
From: Florio, Michel Peter lmailto:mike.florio@cpuc.ca.govl 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07,2011 09:11 PM 
To: Cherry, Brian K 
Subject: RE: FORTUNE - Cell Phone Use is Way Up. So Why are Brain Cancer Rates Down? 
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Thanks, Brian ~ I actually saw a tongue-in-cheek but scientifically serious paper written by some grad students 
that found that use of tin foil hats (of various different shapes) actually MAGNIFY the RF radiation for those 
wearing them. Not sure how that fits in, but it was too funny not to mention I suppose that cell phones 
actually might kill us some day, but only after we have already died from many other environmental hazards, bad 
diets, etc. And then again, that preacher reset the date for Armageddon for sometime this fall, didn't he? 

From: Cherry, Brian K rmailto:BKC7@pge.eoml 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07,2011 5:35 PM 
Cc: Florio, Michel Peter 
Subject: Fw: FORTUNE - Cell Phone Use is Way Up. So Why are Brain Cancer Rates Down? 

Interesting article. 

From: News Flash 
Sent: Tuesday, June 07,2011 05:26 PM 
Subject: FORTUNE - Cell Phone Use is Way Up. So Why are Brain Cancer Rates Down? 

FORTUNE magazine reports on the apparent disconnect between radiation doses attributed to cell phone use and 
brain cancer rates, which have fallen since 1990. 

Cell phone use is way up. So why are brain cancer rates down? 

Scott Woolley <http://tech.fortune.cnn.com/author/scottwoolleY/> 

FORTUNE, June 7, 2011 

Despite a 500-fold increase in radiation exposure from cell-phones since 1990, brain cancer rates have fallen. 

During the 1980s, just as Americans began pumping low-frequency radiation through their skulls with cell 
phones, brain cancer rates in the U.S. slowly increased. At the beginning of the decade, doctors delivered the 
devastating diagnosis of brain cancer to 63 out of every 1 million Americans every year; by 1990 that number had 
risen to 70 per million. And that's when cell phone usage really took off. 
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Yet while the link between phones and tumors may have seemed certain to grow, a strange thing happened. 
Beginning in 1991 the rate of brain cancer incidence reversed course and began to slowly fall. By 2008, the last 
year for which the National Cancer Institute has data 
<http://seer.caneer.gov/csr/1975 2008/browse csr.php?section=3&page=sect 03 table.05.html> , 65 out of every 
1 million Americans got a brain cancer diagnosis annually. 

During those same two decades, the radiation beamed by phones into American brains increased about 500-fold, 
in proportion to the wild growth in cell phone use. There are roughly 60 times more cell phones in the U.S. than 
there were in 1990, and each one is used for an average of about 20 minutes per day, up from just a minute or two 
in the industry's expensive early days. The combined effect of more customers each talking more has been a 
stunning increase in total talk time. 

Combining data from the National Cancer Institute and the cellular industry's main trade group 
<http://www.ctia.org/advocacy/research/index.cfm/aid/10316> yields this intriguing graph: 

The chart's clear disconnect between radiation dose and cancer rates does not conclusively prove cell phone are 
safe, cautions David Savitz, a Brown University epidemiology professor who has studied the issue. Most 
worrisome, it's possible there is simply a huge delay between a person using a cell phone and that exposure 
causing a brain tumor. 

Yet Savitz also finds the utter lack of an increase in total brain cancer following the massive increase in (low-
level) radiation very reassuring. Even if the average lag between exposure and symptoms was 30 years, there 
would almost certainly be outliers who develop symptoms after just 20 years ~ outliers who would be showing up 
in the data by now. (That's what's happened after early exposures to things like asbestos.) Total cell phone use 
may have been far lower in 1990, but there were already 5 million subscribers. It wouldn't take many of those 
early adopters coming down with cell phone-caused brain cancer to bump up the cancer rates in 2008. 

"The real question is: When would we see the beginning of the epidemic?" says Savitz, the former editor of the 
American Journal of Epidemiology. "It would be unprecedented relative to other agents we've studied to have no 
evidence of the beginning of the problem." 

The World Health Organization study released last week <http://www.iarc.fr/en/media-
centre/pr/20.1 l/pdfs/pr208 E.pdf> classified cell phones as "possibly carcinogenic to humans," based largely on a 
study that found a 40% increased risk for a cancer called gliomas among heavy cell phone users. Those users 
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reported averaging 30 minutes per day talking on their phones over a 10 - year period. That's somewhat scary 
news for the typical AT&T (T <http://monev.enn.eom/quote/auote.htmr?svmb=T>) customer, who averaged 21 
minutes a day in the first quarter of this year. And it's really scary for customers of low-cost providers that 
specialize in replacing landline service such as MetroPCS (PCS 
<http://monev.enn.eom/cmote/quote.htmr/symlmPCS>) or Leap Wireless (LEAP 
<http://moiiev.cnn.com/quote/quote.html?svmb=LEAP>). Customers of Leap's Cricket service average a 
whopping 50 minutes per day. 

And yet, so far at least, all that talking hasn't jacked up the overall incidence of brain cancer. 

The ultimate answer to the question of whether cell phones cause brain cancer will only be definitively resolved 
after a few more decades in which the population's radiation dose stabilizes at a high level and brain cancer rates 
either jump or continue to decline. That stabilizing has already happened. After three decades of stunning growth, 
time spent talking on cell phones in the U.S. leveled off in 2010 at 2.7 trillion minutes a year. 

http://tech.fortune.cnn.com/2011/06/07/cell-phone-use-is-wav-up-so-why-are-brain-eancer-rates-down/ 
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